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Abstract. Geostationary satellites are an efficient way to provide a large scale 
multipoint communication service. In the context of reliable multicast 
communications, a new hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach is proposed. It aims 
at reducing the overall communication cost using satellite broadcasting only 
when enough receivers are present, and terrestrial transmissions otherwise. This 
approach has been statistically evaluated for a particular cost function and 
appears to be advantageous. Then since the hybrid approach relies on Forward 
Error Correction, several practical aspects of MDS and LDPC codes are 
investigated in order to determine impact of code selection. 

1 Introduction 

The support for multipoint communications is an interesting extension of the services 
proposed in nowadays Internet. Numerous applications like multimedia streaming and 
software updates would indeed take advantage of such a service. Today, solutions 
based on the ubiquitous Internet Protocol (IP) exist: IP Multicast [1]. However 
availability of IP Multicast at end-user for large group communication over the whole 
internet is still limited for the time being. This lack of deployment is mainly due to 
technical concerns and economical issues [2]. 

A practical solution to implement IP multicast service may consist in using a 
geostationary satellite. The broadcast nature and the large coverage zone of such 
systems make it possible for a source to reach a huge number of receivers with only 
one hop. Satellite broadcasting seems expensive at first sight, but per-receiver cost 
becomes less than using terrestrial network when the number of receivers increases. 
For this reason this study is focused on large scale reliable multipoint 
communications. Moreover we consider applications with no time constraints, 
because the long transmission delay of satellite links is not really compatible with 
such applications. Software updates or cache feeding in content delivery networks are 
examples of possible target applications. 

During a satellite transmission the receivers which experienced losses have to wait 
for more information to recover those losses. In consequence more time is required to 
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transmit data to them. Thus the number of receivers which continue to be interested 
by the satellite broadcast will decrease along the transmission. Our approach consists 
in transmitting data via satellite only when the number of receivers is sufficiently high 
(i.e. when per-receiver cost is less than with terrestrial network) and via terrestrial 
transmissions otherwise.  

Reliable multicast communications have been extensively studied in the past 
decade. As it is not possible to design a one-size-fits-all reliable multicast transport 
protocol, numerous propositions exist [8]. Among these researches, the use of 
Forward Error Correction (FEC) for reliable multicast transport protocols has been 
shown to be especially interesting [3] because it increases their scalability. At 
transport layer FEC implies use of an erasure code like Maximum Distance Separable 
(MDS) [4] or Low Density Parity Check codes (or like) [5]. MDS codes are optimal 
codes in terms of the amount of data needed to decode information, but imply long 
processing times which limit the amount of data that can be encoded. On the opposite, 
LDPC codes are not optimal, but do not have the limits of MDS codes. To determine 
the appropriate code for the hybrid approach presented, practical aspects of these 
codes must be studied.  

The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in part 2 the context of the 
study is specified, and a new approach for reliable multicast transmission is proposed 
and statistically evaluated. Then the overhead and processing times of MDS and 
LDPC codes are evaluated in part 3. Finally conclusions and future work are 
presented in part 4. 

2 A Reliable Transport Protocol Designed for Hybrid Satellite-
Terrestrial Network 

In this section, the context of the study is specified. Then the target transport service 
is described, as well as a proposition of a hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach to 
achieve a reliable multicast transport service. The last part presents a statistical study 
of this approach. 

2.1 Communication System 

The system considered is a hybrid satellite/terrestrial network, i.e. end-users are 
connected to both satellite and terrestrial networks. Assumptions are similar to the 
DIPCAST project [20]: end-users are connected to terrestrial network via a high 
speed access network (e.g. xDSL or LAN), and to satellite system either via a high 
speed access network, or directly with a Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT). 

The satellite system uses a geostationary satellite, and proposes a best effort 
multipoint communication service based on IP Multicast. This supposes that a 
protocol which manages joining and leaving procedures is integrated to the satellite 
system, as well as tree establishment algorithm. This problem of integration is out of 
the scope of this paper and is not further investigated. 



In order to be representative of today Internet, terrestrial network is not supposed 
to support multipoint transmissions. Thus any terrestrial communication in this hybrid 
system is a point-to-point transmission.  

Finally the following assumptions are made on the application: 
− The application transmits data from one source to a large group of receivers (one-

to-many communications)  
− This application does not have strong delay constraints. 
− A service transmitting session characteristics (file properties, start time, associated 

group address, etc.) is available. Those transmissions can be done via out of band 
means (e.g. e-mail), or via session management tools.  

− No receiver can join the session after the beginning (late joining is not supported). 

2.2 Multicast Transport Service 

Since satellites are really advantageous for large scale data transmissions, applications 
which transfer files to an important numbers of receivers (several hundreds or more) 
are considered in the present paper. Furthermore we consider applications which must 
be assured that the whole group has received transmitted information. An example of 
such applications is the transport of multimedia files (e.g., video, music, games, etc.) 
towards a large set of users. Another issue concerns the overall communication cost. 
The utilisation of satellite links is indeed quite expensive. Nevertheless when the 
number of receivers increases, the per-user cost decreases. Thus any application being 
charged according to its bandwidth utilisation may prefer protocols which carefully 
watch communication cost.  

Considering file transport using the best effort protocol IP Multicast over satellite, 
a fully reliable transport protocol must be used. In the following paragraphs some 
features of this protocol required in the above-mentioned context are exposed.  

In the first place the transport protocol must guarantee that all receivers in the 
group receive transmitted information. Several multicast transport protocols propose a 
statistically reliable service [8]. Although it allows designing transport protocols with 
no return channel, full reliability is not ensured because there is no adaptation to 
really occurred losses. This technique is then not convenient for the aimed purpose. 

In the second place, since satellite bandwidth is expensive, the transport protocol 
must ensure that any useless satellite transmission is avoided. This confirms that 
statistical reliability is not recommended in the presented context because systematic 
coding of information implies a potential waste of bandwidth [6]. 

Eventually, as considered applications are designed for transmissions towards very 
large groups, underlying protocols (and specifically transport protocol) must scale 
very well. In particular for the transport layer, mechanisms of feedback suppression 
like [7] must be studied and configured for a satellite link.  

2.3 A Hybrid Satellite/Terrestrial Approach 

Numerous multicast transport protocols have been designed in the last few years to 
achieve efficient and scalable multicast transmissions [8]. From all researches on 



 

reliable multicast transport, a technique referenced as Hybrid ARQ type II [3] has 
emerged. It is an efficient way to diminish used bandwidth and improve scalability. It 
consists in using FEC combined with Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) in the 
following way: after a transmission, the source asks for the maximum number M of 
missing packets. Then it generates and transmits M new encoded packets. As those M 
packets have not already been transmitted, they are useful for any receiver which 
experienced losses. Hybrid ARQ type II allows to greatly reduce the amount of 
retransmitted information in multipoint transmissions, and is then particularly 
interesting for any large scale full reliable transport protocol [3]. 

According to authors, most of the protocols presented in [8] are usable with 
satellite links because they support asymmetric transmissions. Nevertheless no 
previous work considers the overall communication cost. With the reliability 
mechanisms used, either packets are systematically retransmitted to the whole group, 
or each missing packet is retrieved with a point-to-point connection. In our context 
when point-to-point retransmissions are used, if a packet is requested by numerous 
receivers, satellite broadcasting may be profitable. On the contrary, if every missing 
packet is transmitted to the group via satellite, when only few receivers are concerned, 
few terrestrial point-to-point connections are cheaper. According to this simple 
statement, the trade-off between satellite and terrestrial bandwidth use may be 
studied, and it is our belief that optimisation of this trade-off is an interesting way to 
reduce the overall communication cost. 

An interesting approach may be to define a threshold Rmin representing the 
minimum number of receivers for satellite broadcasting to be advantageous (taking 
economical costs into account). A session would then behave as follows: at a 
predefined time, the satellite transmission starts. During this transmission, the source 
periodically estimates session size. A receiver is considered to belong to the session 
as long as it has not received the whole transmitted information. Several papers have 
addressed the question of estimating multicast session size [9]. Although proposed 
mechanisms would have to be adapted -or at least configured- for satellite links, we 
assume in this paper that an effective mechanism is available. Thus once the entire 
initial information has been transmitted, session size is likely to decrease (all receivers 
which experienced no losses quit the session). The source then goes on estimating 
session size while it transmits encoded redundancy packets to repair losses. When 
estimated session size goes below Rmin, the satellite transmission stops. Receivers 
which do not have enough information to decode received data (i.e. receivers 
experiencing high loss rates) then contact other receivers to recover missing data. This 
terrestrial recovery can be done using peer-to-peer services for example. When all 
receivers have fully received the information, the session stops.  

2.4 Statistical Study  

The present paragraph gives an illustration of the gain generated by the hybrid 
satellite/terrestrial approach. For that purpose a statistical study is presented, with the 
following assumptions: 



Errors and Fades. For terrestrial transmissions, packet losses are only supposed to 
be produced by network congestions. These congestions cause at the transport layer a 
Packet Loss Rate (PLR) of 5% for point-to-point communications [16] and 10% for 
multipoint communications [17].  

For satellite transmissions, three categories of receivers are considered. The first 
one corresponds to all receivers under a clear sky. Assumption is made that these ones 
do not experience any losses (possible issues due to scintillation are not considered) 
and that this category encompass 90% of the receivers. The second category is 
supposed to include 9.9% of the receivers, and corresponds to end-users under a rainy 
sky. Fades due to light rain are supposed to cause a PLR of 20% at transport level. 
Finally, the last category encompass receivers under a stormy weather. This category 
is supposed to include 0.1% of the receivers which experience a PLR of 60%. 
According to [18] those values are realistic for a satellite communication using the Ka 
Band. 

Note that all losses are supposed to be independent and uniformly distributed 
among packets. This assumption is not realistic, but since transport layer is supposed 
to implement ARQ type II technique, only the amount of lost packets is important for 
our computations. Assumption was also made that no packet are lost on the return 
channel.  

Cost Function. In order to compare costs generated by hybrid satellite/terrestrial 
multipoint communications with pure terrestrial and satellite multipoint 
communications, it is necessary to first define a cost function. We choose to adopt a 
per-packet cost approach, and then define a cost function as follows: 
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were K is the number of packets to transmit, R the number of receivers and αx the per-
packet transmission cost. CX(R,K) represents the average number of packets passing 
through the network in order to transmit K packets to R receivers (taking losses into 
account). The indices TU, TM and SM correspond to Terrestrial Unicast, Terrestrial 
Multicast and Satellite Multicast communications. 

For terrestrial point-to-point communications R connections experiencing 
independent and uniformly distributed losses (represented by the PLR) are used to 
transmit K packets to R receivers. Then: 
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For multipoint communications, the probability P(N,PLR,R) that exactly N packets 
are needed so that all end-users receive K packets can be expressed as: the probability 
that each end-user receive K packets among N, minus the probability that R receivers 
receive K packets among (N-1). Then P(N,PLR,R) can be calculated as: 

( ) =RPLRNP ,,   (3) 
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For terrestrial multicast communications, according to [18] transmitting data to R 
receivers is equivalent to point-to-point connections. The average number of 
packets passing through the network is then: 
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For satellite multipoint communications, since we defined three categories of 
receivers and since no multicast tree is established, we have: 
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where PLR0=0, PLR1=20%, PLR2=60%, β0=90%, β1=9.9% and β2=0.1%. 
For hybrid satellite/terrestrial transmissions, the cost is defined as the sum of the 

costs generated by terrestrial network utilization, and satellite system utilization.  

Results. Using the cost function defined above, Rmin has been computed for group 
sizes ranging from 100 to 600,000. Then the hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach has 
been compared to terrestrial point-to-point and multipoint communications as well as 
to pure multipoint satellite communications. Figure 1 shows the results for 
αU = αM = 1, αS = 100 and K = 100. The different levels perceptible on the curve 
representing the hybrid communication cost are due to the model definition: when 
group size increases, the number of receivers under a rainy sky or a stormy sky 
increases as well. Thus it becomes necessary to repair more and more losses using 
satellite link.  In this example, the hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach induces a gain 
ranging from 10% to 50% compared with the most advantageous of the three classical 
approaches. 

Fig. 1. Cost generated by terrestrial, satellite and hybrid communications. αTU = αTM = 1,  
αSM = 100 and K = 100 
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The hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach relies on hybrid ARQ type II. As 
mentioned previously this technique implies to encode transmitted information. The 
remaining of the paper is focused on the problem of code selection for the reliability 
mechanism. 

3 Codes for an Erasure Channel in Hybrid Transport Protocol 

At transport layer, because lower protocol layers detect and discard corrupted packets 
(using e.g. checksums) protocols only have to deal with missing packets in a stream 
(referenced as erasures). In consequence the hybrid ARQ type II technique supposes 
that a code is available which allows transport protocol to encode redundancy packets 
on-demand, and receivers to decode information assuming a sufficient set of packets 
is received. Two types of codes exist which have such properties: MDS codes [4] and 
LDPC (or like) codes [5]. 

One of the early propositions to introduce Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) 
codes at transport layer was presented in [13]. MDS erasure codes are an important 
class of erasure codes since they are optimal in terms of required data redundancy for 
error repair: for K packets encoded in N packets, reception of any K packets among 
the N allows receivers to decode information. Nevertheless the number Nmax of 
packets potentially generated is limited because processing time become prohibitive 
when Nmax increases (usually Nmax < 216). Since K < Nmax the number of packets 
potentially encoded is also limited. Then when K is fixed, using hybrid ARQ type II 
technique induce that at most Nmax -K losses occur. 

Unlike MDS codes, LDPC codes [5,10] are not optimal: when N packets are 
generated from K original packets, K(1 + ε) packets are required to decode 
information. Though ε tends to zero as K approaches infinity, for reasonable values of 
K, at least 5% of additional data is necessary to decode information [11]. Such codes 
still have great advantages: coding and decoding speeds are really faster than the 
MDS ones, and there is almost no limit to the number of redundancy packets 
generated. 

 Implementation issues for these two type of codes are investigated in the 
following paragraphs. 

Processing Speeds. Standards implementations of MDS [14] codes have been used to 
evaluate processing speeds with recent computers. Tests were done on a 1GHz 
Pentium class, and the tested MDS codes are limited to Nmax = 216 (so that the number 
of generated packet is not too much limited). For values of K ranging from 16 to 256, 
coding and decoding speeds were evaluated to be superior to 1MB/s. So the use of 
MDS codes up to K = 256 is acceptable as long as sending rate is inferior to 1MB/s. 
For LDPC codes, the order of magnitude of processing speeds is of several thousands 
MB/s [11].  

Computer Memory Requirements. Memory occupation was also evaluated with 
standard implementations of MDS and LDPC codes. Several objects have to be stored 
so that it is possible to encode and decode information. The amount of memory 



 

occupied by those objects was evaluated to less than one megabyte for both types of 
codes, which seems an acceptable value.  

Source packets storage is another cause of memory occupation. With satellite 
transmissions, losses occur in bursts. For MDS codes it is recommended to interleave 
several blocks of encoded packets in order to distribute losses among blocks (then the 
probability to exceed the maximum number of redundancy packets potentially 
generated decreases). For example, all fade listed in [19] last at most 6000 seconds. 
With a packet size of 1500 bytes, K = 256, Nmax = 216 and a sending rate of 1Mb/s, 
62 blocks have to be interleaved so that the maximum number of packets that can be 
generated is not exceeded. This implies that approximately 24MB of memory is 
occupied by packet storage. Note that Byers et al. pointed out that block interleaving 
may imply a reception overhead [10], but since these results do not consider losses in 
bursts, they are not representative of satellite transmissions. 

For standard LDPC codes with large K values, the occupied memory may be too 
large depending on the chosen implementation. For this reason, we consider in this 
paper that K equals at most 50,000. Such K is sufficiently large so that the overhead 
factor is not prohibitive, and the implementation of such codes is not impossible 
(storage of all packets represents approximately 75 MB with a packet size of 
1500 bytes).  

Transport Protocol Header Overhead. All information that must be sent to 
receivers is defined in RFC 3452 [12]. Information that must be embedded in data 
packets header is referenced as FEC payload ID. The predefined FEC payload ID 128 
and 129 specifies possible structures for information related to FEC. Both consist in 8 
bytes added to protocol header, and for FEC payload ID 129 (adapted to MDS codes), 
only 6 bytes are used to identify encoded object. 

Backchannel Traffic. The difference between the numbers of packets potentially 
encoded in a block has also an impact on the traffic generated on the return channel. 
ARQ type II technique implies that the source is informed about the missing packets 
for each block. If the same scalable mechanism is used to sent information to the 
source (like the one presented in [7]), the same average number of messages NBack is 
generated. Then for each block it is necessary to send the number of missing packets 
and the block number. The total length of this information is 8 bytes for LDPC codes, 
and at least 6 bytes for MDS codes. Thus the minimum ratio of amount of traffic 
generated by MDS codes and LDPC codes is: 
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BackMDS
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Were BX is the number of blocks used by the MDS or LDPC codes. BX can be 
expressed as: 
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were F is the file size in bytes, KX the number of encoded packet per block, and MTU 
the Maximum Transfer Unit in bytes. As depicted in Figure 2, this ratio is at least 
equal to 70 for transmitted files of 100 megabytes or more. The large variations are 
due to the operator ceil( ).  

Discussion Results presented above lead to a simple conclusion: in the specified 
context, MDS codes are designed for bandwidth optimisation, whereas LDPC codes 
are designed to release constraints on end-users. Thus the code selection is up to the 
transport protocol designer. If network resources are cheap enough, a LDPC code 
make it possible for the transport protocol to increase end-user satisfaction: as coding 
and decoding processes are fast, information is available quickly. 

On the other hand, as soon as losses occur, the use of LDPC codes implies an 
intrinsic waste of bandwidth due to the overhead factor. As the main goal of the 
hybrid satellite/terrestrial approach is to limit satellite bandwidth use, MDS codes 
have to be used to be coherent. In this case sending rates must not exceed encoding 
speed, (1MB/s with K=256 in the tested configuration). Moreover since the amount of 
feedback traffic is proportional to the number of blocks, information related to all 
interleaved blocks has to be aggregated in order to limit traffic generated on the return 
channel. 

When available bandwidth is greater than encoding speed of MDS codes, a 
solution may consist in encoding packets before the session starts. This technique 
requires a large amount of memory, as all encoded packets have to be stored, but all 
those packets may be stored on hard drive. If it is not possible because of memory 
considerations, or because source system can not spend time induced by encoding 
process, the only way to use all the available bandwidth is to use LDPC codes. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In the context of hybrid satellite/terrestrial network a proposition of large scale 
reliable multicast transport protocol is presented. Unlike previous works, our main 
objective is to reduce the overall communication cost. To achieve this goal, a new 
approach for a reliable multicast transport protocol is proposed. This approach 
consists in using satellite transmission only when the number of receivers is 
sufficiently large, and terrestrial transmissions otherwise. 

Fig. 2.  Evolution of the ration of generated traffic on backchannel versus file size.
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Coupled with this principle, the use of hybrid ARQ type II is an efficient technique 
for achieving reliability and scalability. This technique implies selection of a MDS or 
of a LDPC code. The service provided by each type of codes and practical 
implementation issues have been investigated. As a conclusion, though MDS codes 
are optimum for bandwidth utilization, code selection depends on connection 
characteristics and on the importance given to the end-user satisfaction. 

To achieve the proposed approach, an issue is still to be studied: how receivers 
retrieve missing information with the terrestrial network once satellite transmission 
stops. After satellite broadcasting, a set of encoded packet is distributed among 
receivers. Several papers underlined the advantages of using peer-to-peer techniques 
in such a situation [15]. In consequence it may be interesting to further study 
integration of a peer-to-peer mechanisms to retrieve losses. 
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